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Explore the coast and countryside,
learn more about endangered
species, and find easy ways
to support wildlife
with our top tips.
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Scotland’s hillsides and
meadows are home to
animals like Highland cows
and Shetland ponies, which
are happy in cold, wet
weather.

GRASSLANDS

Edinburgh (Scotlandʼs capital city)

Dundee

Aberdeen
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Britain’s highest mountains and
biggest forests are in Scotland.
These remote places are a great
home for the country’s
most endangered
species.
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Loch is the Scottish word
for lake. Scotland’s lochs
and rivers are home to
otters, beavers and
salmon.

RIVERS and LOCHS

Atlantic
Ocean

S t K il d a

Three
quarters
of Britain’s
seabirds nest
on Scottish
shores.

SEA and COAST

Welcome to Scotland

sea and coast

Deep Sea
Swimmers

sonic satnav

sharing snacks

Dolphins and whales make high-pitched
clicking sounds to find their way around.
When the soundwaves hit an object,
they bounce back as echoes, which tell
whales and dolphins the object’s size,
shape and location. This clever process
is called ‘echolocation’.

If you see seabirds
feasting, a whale might
be close by, driving fish
towards the surface.

superhero swimmers

Bottlenose dolphins are
among the cleverest animals
in the world. They sometimes
rescue people from drowning.

busy brains

Dolphins always have to
swim to the surface to
breathe, which means
they never fully sleep!

teeth - tastic

Common dolphins have
80 –1 00 sharp pointed
teeth on each jaw, which
they use to grip fish before
swallowing them whole.

super scooper

Minke whales chase
shoals of fish with their
huge mouths open wide.

pig - poise
massive minke

A fully grown minke
whale can be 1 0 metres
long – that’s as wide as
a cinema screen.
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The harbour porpoise is a
smaller, more shy member
of the dolphin family. It
makes a puffing sound
when it breathes and is
known as a ‘puffing pig’.
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sea and coast

Seabird
Cities

egg - cellent eggs

sky high hunters

Guillemot eggs are
shaped like pears to stop
them rolling off cliffs.

Sea eagles mostly eat fish, as well as other
birds, rabbits, hares and even lambs!

jumping jumplings !

Guillemots lay just 1 egg each
year. When the chick is 3 weeks
old it leaps off the cliff edge
with its father, who looks after it
at sea until it’s fully grown. The
chicks are known as jumplings.

supreme sea eagle

The sea (or white-tailed) eagle is the biggest
bird of prey in Britain. It has a wingspan of
2 1/2 metres and is known as the ‘flying barn
door’. Sea eagles were once hunted to extinction
in Britain, but they were reintroduced and now
around 250 nest in Scotland.

spectacular
swoopers

Gannets dive
head first into the sea
from 30 metres –
as high as the Kelpies
sculptures near
Falkirk! They hit the
water at speeds of
60 miles per hour –
as fast as a car
on the motorway.

cosy cliffs

Guillemots nest in big
groups, crammed together
on narrow cliff ledges.

gannet land

light - weight

beaky burrowers

A puffin weighs
the same as a can
of fizzy drink!

Puffins dig burrows up
to 2 metres deep with
their wee beaks.

Nearly half a million
gannets nest in Scotland –
that’s most of the world’s
gannets and the same as
the number of people
who live in Edinburgh.

pufflings

Puffins lay 1 egg each year,
and the parents take turns to
look after it. Puffin chicks
are called pufflings.
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